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Chapter 1

About This Release

The release notes give you late-breaking information about Kofax RPA 11.0.0. Please read this document
carefully, as it contains information that is not included in other Kofax RPA documentation.

Version information
The version number for this Kofax RPA product is 11.0.0 and the build number is 173.

To verify the version number, do the following.
• In Design Studio, go to Help > About.
• In Management Console, look for the version number in the top left corner near the product name.

System requirements
For information on supported operating systems and other system requirements, see the Kofax RPA
Technical Specifications document on the Kofax RPA support page.

Product documentation
The documentation set for Kofax RPA is available here:1

https://docshield.kofax.com/Portal/Products/RPA/11.0.0_qrvv5i5e1a/RPA.htm

You can also access individual guides and online help directly from your Kofax RPA installation. When you
click the help button in Design Studio, Management Console, Desktop Automation Service, and Process
Discovery, online documentation appears in a new browser window.

Note If the security policy for your organization restricts Internet access or the Internet connection is not
stable, you can access the documentation in offline mode while using the product.

1 You must be connected to the Internet to access the full documentation set online.
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Offline documentation
To make the documentation available for use in offline mode, obtain the documentation files from the
Kofax RPA product package that you downloaded from the Kofax Fulfillment Site. The product package
includes the following documentation files for offline use:
• KofaxRPADocumentation_11.0.0_EN.zip

Contains the entire Kofax RPA documentation set in English. This file is required for all users who work
in offline mode.

• KofaxRPADocumentation_11.0.0_JA.zip
Contains the Kofax RPA documentation set that is available in Japanese. At this time, the following
documentation is translated to Japanese: Help for Kofax RPA (also available in PDF format as Kofax
RPA User's Guide), Kofax RPA Desktop Automation Service Guide, and Kofax RPA Getting Started
with Document Transformation Guide.

After you install the Kofax RPA product, extract the contents of the documentation .zip files for the
languages you require. The .zip file for each language contains the following folders:
• API
• Best Practices
• Design Studio
• Desktop Automation Service
• Management Console
• Process Discovery

After you extract the files, the documentation folder for Design Studio, Desktop Automation Service, and
Process Discovery will have the following structure:

• EN and/or JA (for English and Japanese, respectively)
• print and/or help (for PDF documentation and Help for Kofax RPA, respectively)

For the Management Console, there are no documentation or language code folders, and only the
ManagementConsoleHelp.war file will be added to the Management Console program files.

When the offline documentation is installed for an RPA component according to the instructions below,
the component will use the offline version of the documentation by default, even if an active Internet
connection exists.

Offline API documentation
The API folder contains the API references in English.

1. Copy the API folder from the English .zip file extracted above to any folder on your computer.

2. In this folder, double-click Overview.html to open the API documentation.
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Offline Best Practices Help
The Best Practices folder contains Kofax RPA Best Practices Help for Robot Lifecycle Management in
English.

1. Copy the Best Practices folder from the English .zip file extracted above to any folder on your
computer.

2. Navigate to index.html and double-click it to open the help system.

Offline documentation for Design Studio

1. Open the Design Studio folder from the English .zip file extracted above and copy the EN folder to
one of the following folders, depending on your installation:
• C:\Program Files(x86)\Kofax RPA 11.0.0.0 x32\documentation

• C:\Program Files\Kofax RPA 11.0.0.0 x64\documentation

2. If you require the Japanese documentation, open the Design Studio folder from the Japanese .zip
file extracted above and copy the JA folder to the same location.

3. Start Design Studio and navigate to Settings > Design Studio Settings.

4. On the General tab, in Documentation location, select Offline in the list.

5. Save the changes.

To switch to online mode, select Online in Design Studio Settings and save the changes.

Note If you try to access the online documentation from Kofax RPA without Internet access, the
Retrieving help and documentation warning is displayed. If you select Do not show this notification
again and later you want to reset this option, select Show documentation retrieval notifications on
the General tab in Design Studio Settings.

Offline documentation for Management Console

1. Open the Management Console folder from the English .zip file extracted above and copy the
ManagementConsoleHelp.war file to:
C:\<Tomcat installation folder>\Tomcat <version>\webapps

Note The English and Japanese .zip files contain the same .war file, which includes both English
and Japanese documentation. If you copied the .war file from the English .zip file and you require
the Japanese version of documentation, no further actions are needed.

2. Start the Management Console.

3. On the Admin tab, in the Settings section, open the Base URL settings.

4. Select Use local documentation. In Local Documentation base URL, specify the URL to the
Tomcat website containing the documentation.
Example: http://localhost:8080/ManagementConsoleHelp/

5. Save the changes.
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You may need to refresh the Management Console for the changes to take effect.

To switch to online mode, clear Use local documentation in the Base URL settings and save the
changes.

Offline documentation for Desktop Automation Service

1. Navigate to the folder documentation that resides in:
C:\Program Files(x86)\RPA DesktopAutomation 11.0.0.0 x32

2. Open the Desktop Automation Service folder from the English .zip file extracted above and
copy the EN folder to the documentation folder.

3. If you require the Japanese documentation, open the Desktop Automation Service folder from
the Japanese .zip file extracted above and copy the JA folder to the same location.

To switch to online mode, delete or move the documentation folder from the RPA
DesktopAutomation 11.0.0.0 x32 folder.

Offline documentation for Process Discovery

1. In each of the following folders, create a new folder called documentation.
• C:\Program Files (x86)\Kofax RPA Process Discovery Agent 11.0.0.0 x32

• C:\Program Files (x86)\Kofax RPA Process Discovery Analyzer 11.0.0.0 x32

2. Open the Process Discovery folder from the English .zip file extracted above and copy the EN
folder to the newly created documentation folders.

3. If you require the Japanese documentation, open the Process Discovery folder from the
Japanese .zip file extracted above and copy the JA folder to the same locations.

To switch to online mode, delete or move the documentation folder from the Kofax RPA Process
Discovery Agent 11.0.0.0 x32 and Kofax RPA Process Discovery Analyzer 11.0.0.0
x32 folders.

Offline documentation for Kapplets
The offline documentation for Kofax RPA Kapplets is contained in the same .war file as for the
Management Console, which you have already copied from the English.zip file to the required location
on your computer (Tomcat installation folder). To use the Kapplets documentation in offline mode, follow
these steps.

1. Depending on whether Kapplets are installed in embedded mode, on Tomcat, or on Docker,
configure the required properties in the respective configuration file. For information on each
installation scenario, see "Install Kapplets" in the Kofax RPA Installation Guide.
• Embedded mode. Create an application-help.properties file using the following template

and place it next to the application.properties file in the folder where Kapplets are run.
kapplets.services.mc.connection.url=http:// <host-url>:<port>/ManagementConsole
kapplets.services.mc.connection.username=<username>
kapplets.services.mc.connection.password=<password>
kapplets.services.help.languages-map[en]=EN
kapplets.services.help.languages-map[ja]=JA
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kapplets.services.help.base-url=http://<host-url>:<port>/ManagementConsoleHelp/
@@language@@/help/kap_help/kapplets
kapplets.services.help.landing-url=http://<host-url>:<port>/
ManagementConsoleHelp/@@language@@/help/kap_help/kapplets/c_rpakappletsmain.html

Note In this scenario, the offline documentation can be used only if the Management Console is
deployed on Tomcat.

• On Tomcat. To the kapplets.xml file, add the following properties at the end of the file.
<Environment name="kapplets.services.help.languages-map[en]" value="EN"  
 type="java.lang.String" override="false"/>
<Environment name="kapplets.services.help.languages-map[ja]" value="JA"  
 type="java.lang.String" override="false"/>
<Environment name="kapplets.services.help.base-url" value="http://<host-
url>:<port>/ManagementConsoleHelp/@@language@@/help/kap_help/kapplets"  
 type="java.lang.String" override="false"/>
<Environment name="kapplets.services.help.landing-url" value="http://<host-
url>:<port>/ManagementConsoleHelp/@@language@@/help/kap_help/kapplets/
c_rpakappletsmain.html"   type="java.lang.String" override="false"/>

• On Docker. In the docker-compose.yml file, add the following properties at the end of the file.
 - KAPPLETS_SERVICES_HELP_LANGUAGES-MAP[en]=EN
 - KAPPLETS_SERVICES_HELP_LANGUAGES-MAP[ja]=JA
 - KAPPLETS_SERVICES_HELP_BASE-URL=http://<host-url>:<port>/
ManagementConsoleHelp/@@language@@/help/kap_help/kapplets
 - KAPPLETS_SERVICES_HELP_LANDING-URL=http://<host-url>:<port>/
ManagementConsoleHelp/@@language@@/help/kap_help/kapplets/c_rpakappletsmain.html

2. Save the file. You may need to restart the Tomcat server for the changes to take effect.

To switch to online mode, delete the four properties from the configuration file, save the changes, and
restart the server.

New features
This section lists the features that are introduced in Kofax RPA 11.0.0.

Kapplets revised
In Kofax RPA 11.0, Kapplets are revised to offer a better user experience. With a new responsive
interface, Kofax RPA Kapplets have an improved look and feel and can be easily accessed not only from
a computer, but also from a mobile phone and tablet. The new Kapplets are a standalone application
that can be used independently from the Management Console. Moreover, they include an advanced
access control management system that gives you the ability to group Kapplets by workspaces such as
for various departments or use cases.

For more information, see "Kofax RPA Kapplets" in Help for Kofax RPA and "Install Kapplets" in the Kofax
RPA Installation Guide.
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Process Discovery improvements
With this release, the process visualization is added, which includes the ability to export the visualization
data to different formats such as Excel and PDF. The mechanism for discovering processes is improved
and includes automatic and assisted process discovery methods. The Kofax Analytics for RPA
dashboards are refined to contain new graphs as well as status information for Process Discovery
Analyzer and Agents.

Also, Process Discovery Analyzer can now be installed and run as a Windows service.

For more information, see Help for Kofax RPA and the Kofax RPA Administrator's Guide.

Support for CyberArk password manager
You can now use the CyberArk password provider as an alternative to the Kofax RPA built-in password
manager.

For more information, see "CyberArk" in Help for Kofax RPA and "Install and Configure CyberArk" in the
Kofax RPA Installation Guide.

Custom Action step and Connectors
The Custom Action step enables you to utilize external resources for processing data from within a robot
using Connectors. Connectors are packages that define one or more actions a robot can use, and contain
all necessary resources to implement the actions.

Connectors can define actions that perform calls to external programs, shell commands, or execute
JavaScript and Python in private instances.

For more information, see "Custom Action" in Help for Kofax RPA.

Desktop Automation robots
In Design Studio, you can now create Desktop Automation robots and edit their workflow in the
same window as the web automation robots. In this window, you can see a view of the robot and the
applications being automated along with details on the robot state and a dedicated toolbar with buttons to
control the robot.

To use and edit a Desktop Automation robot, you need to call it from a web automation robot using the
"Call Desktop Automation Workflow" step. For more information, see "Get Started" and "Edit Desktop
Automation Workflow" in Help for Kofax RPA.

The workflow of a Desktop Automation robot is edited in the same way as the workflow of the former
Desktop Automation action step. You can continue using your robots containing the "Desktop Automation"
step, but to edit the Desktop Automation workflow, you need to export the action step to a Desktop
Automation robot. For more information, see the section "Convert old Desktop Automation action step" in
"Get Started" in Help for Kofax RPA.
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Windows Docker support
For Windows, Docker support is now added to all of the following Kofax RPA components: Management
Console, RoboServer, Robot File System, Synchronizer, Kapplets, and the Document Transformation
Service. For Linux, Docker support is currently added to the same components, except the Document
Transformation Service.

Ability to export project with URL
You can export a project by name using the following URL, which can be useful if you need to back up a
project using the API.

http://user:password@localhost:8080/ManagementConsole/secure/
BackupProjectByName?projectName=MyProject

For more information, see the section "Export a Project by Name" in "Back Up Management Console" in
Help for Kofax RPA.

Best Practices Help for Robot Lifecycle Management
A new help system, Kofax RPA Best Practices Help for Robot Lifecycle Management, is added to
the Kofax RPA documentation set. It offers recommended methods and techniques to help you
optimize performance and ensure success while using Robot Lifecycle Management in your Kofax RPA
environment.

Upgrade Guide
A new guide, Kofax RPA Upgrade Guide, is added to the Kofax RPA documentation set. The guide
contains information about upgrading Kofax RPA and its components.

Changes in behavior
This section describes product behavior that is changed in Kofax RPA 11.0.0.

Open step revised
The Open step in Desktop Automation is replaced with several other steps, each of which is dedicated
to a separate application. Each step provides a set of options required to automate the dedicated
application.
• Browse step that opens websites.
• Excel step that helps you work with spreadsheets.
• Document Transformation step that helps you extract and use information from images and text

documents.
• KTA step that helps you work with a Kofax TotalAgility (KTA) Server.
• Terminal step that connects to and automates a terminal.
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• Windows step that helps you work with a Windows desktop and run Windows applications.

Note that you can use your robots with the Open step, but you cannot create a new Open step.

For more information, see the corresponding topics in Help for Kofax RPA.

Robot execution procedure changed
In Design Studio, to allow execution for a web automation robot or take the execution privilege from one
web automation robot to another, you need to open the tab with the robot and click Prepare Execution on
the toolbar.

When a robot has an execution privilege, a red dot appears on the robot icon and the robot tab is
highlighted. When a Desktop Automation robot has an execution privilege, the tab with the web
automation robot calling it is also highlighted for convenience.
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Chapter 2

Resolved Issues

This chapter lists the resolved issues in Kofax RPA 11.0.0. Each Kofax RPA product release is cumulative
and includes the resolved issues from earlier releases.

Multiple DAS instances could be started
1351578: DeviceAutomationServiceControl.exe could start two instances of the Desktop Automation
Service and lose track of the first instance started.

Lock Screen did not work
1350470: If the environment variable KAPOW_LEGALNOTICE_SECONDS was set, the Lock Screen
option from the Desktop Automation Service system tray menu did not work.

Simultaneously started robots became unresponsive
1330459: Multiple robots that were started simultaneously became unresponsive on action steps related
to a database such as the "Query Database."

Changing case of folder name caused key violation
1328831: Changing the case of a folder name caused a key violation, which resulted in a read lock in the
database.

Extract Text From Image did not extract text
1328526: The "Extract Text From Image" step did not return extracted text.

Unable to extract text with more than 4096 characters
1328462: It was impossible to extract text containing more than 4096 characters to a variable.
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.NET API generated incorrect ID
1328111: The .NET API generated incorrect execution ID when running a robot.

Opening Kapplet took time
1326750: It took some time to open a "classic" Kapplet if you had multiple robots in your project.

RoboServers could not be re-added to Management Console
1324417: RoboServers could not be re-added to the Management Console after changing the license
distribution mode to Static.

WebClient service had Startup Type set to Manual
1324413: For the Desktop Automation Service to mount a Robot File System share, the WebClient
service on Windows must have Startup Type set to Automatic. On Windows 7 and Windows 10, the
WebClient service startup is set to Manual by default, which required a workaround in the previous
product version. Now it is automatically set to Automatic after the Desktop Automation Service is started.

Error occurred in stacked Guarded Choice
1315742: The error message "take was given invalid event" occurred during execution of a Desktop
Automation workflow in a Guarded Choice step with multiple guards.

Press Key step could not enter space
1315202: The Press Key step did not work with the space bar key.

Management Console could become unresponsive
1314188: If the RoboServer logging database could not be reached, the Management Console
intermittently became unresponsive.
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Remote connection to DAS did not work
1304256: The RDP connection to the Desktop Automation Service using the domain\user format did not
work.

Automatic Desktop Automation Service upgrade limitations
In the previous product version, the Kofax RPA Installation Guide contained incorrect text related to the
automatic Desktop Automation Service upgrade. It has been removed for Kofax RPA 11.0.
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Chapter 3

Known Issues

This chapter contains information about potential issues that you may encounter while using Kofax RPA
11.0.0. The workarounds are provided, as applicable.

Impossible to run robots with standard database mapping via
remote API

1371327: If database mapping is created in the Management Console on the Repository > Databases
tab, the robot cannot be started via remote API.

Workaround: Create a database mapping in the Shared Projects and use it with robots you want to start
via remote API.

Impossible to select document type in KTA step
1370878: It is not possible to select a document type in the Create Document action in the KTA step when
using Kofax Total Agility version 7.7 with a Desktop Automation robot.

"Print to PDF" not saving files to robot file system
1362253: If your Robot File System is set up on a Windows system and your robot runs on a Linux
system, the "Print to PDF" function does not save files to the specified share if the robot finishes execution
before the function is completed.

Workaround: To save a PDF file from Linux to an RFS share on Windows, keep the robot running long
enough after using the "Print to PDF" function until the file is saved. For example, this can be done with
the Wait step in the containing web automation robot.

Unicode not supported for CyberArk Application ID
1362162: In Password Vault in CyberArk, it is not possible to create a safe or account name in Unicode.
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KTA step configuration is cleared after change
1359670: When a Desktop Automation robot with the KTA step is opened for editing, the KTA step
is marked with a warning icon that the configuration is unavailable. After an attempt to change any
configuration parameter for the process, the step configuration collapses to the KTA Server level. After
expanding the step, the previous configuration is discarded and the user needs to reconfigure the step.

Shell action not passing parameters as expected
1357984: On Linux, the shell action of the Connectors in the Custom Action step may not behave as
expected during the step execution. See Execute shell commands with Custom Action step for details.

KTA and RPA value boundaries do not match
1356285: The following parameter types have mismatching boundaries in RPA and KTA: Currency,
Decimal, Double, Float, Long, Short.

For example:

A currency field in RPA can contain 34 digits, while in KTA the number must be between
-7.922816251426434e+28 and 7.922816251426434e+28. If you try to use a 34-digit number, an error
occurs that "KTA job could not be created" when executing the KTA step.

SAML not supported for Kapplets
1355484: Authentication with SAML is not supported in Kofax RPA Kapplets version 11.0.

Windows 7 not supported for virtual keyboard driver
1354870: The virtual keyboard driver required by the Desktop Automation Service is built with User-Mode
Driver Framework 2.0 and is only supported on Windows 10, Windows Server 2016, and Windows Server
2019.

RoboServer cannot re-run robots on computer with DAS
1351686: RoboServer cannot run a Desktop Automation robot more than once if it is installed on the same
computer as the Desktop Automation Service.
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Windows applications cannot run using process name
1343762: Some built-in 32-bit Windows applications cannot be run in Desktop Automation by using their
process name.

Workaround: Use the full path to the application to run it. For example, use c:/windows/sysnative/
dfrgui.exe instead of dfrgui.exe.

Large PDF file issue in Kapplets
1332517: A Kapplet with a large PDF file used as a binary input value generates an "Out of memory" error
message.

Workaround: Change the "Maximum memory pool" value on the Tomcat server or the
max_allowed_packet value in the MySQL my.ini file.

Kapplets not supporting MySQL 5.6 with utf8mb4
1326284: MySQL 5.6 database server with a utf8mb4 encoding setup for the database/schema
configuration is not supported by Kapplets due to MySQL engine limitations.

Workaround: Use MySQL version 5.7 or higher to work with the utf8mb4 encoding.

License distribution compatibility issue
1324411: Dynamic license distribution in clusters is not available for the RoboServer versions 10.3.x to
10.6.x until dedicated fix packs for those versions are released. If you change the license distribution
mode from Static to Dynamic, RoboServers below version 10.7.0 without the fix packs are disabled and
not visible on the RoboServers tab in the Management Console. If the fix pack for your RoboServer below
version 10.7.0 is not yet available, do not change the license distribution mode to Dynamic.

For more information, see the Kofax RPA Upgrade Guide.

Document Transformation .NET version requirement
1313129: The sentiment analysis and named entity extraction features require .NET version 4.7.2 or
higher on Windows 2010 and Windows Server 2016.

Workaround: Install the latest .NET version to use these features on Windows 2010 and Windows Server
2016.
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Issue with deleting file from Windows mapped share
1312329: When the Robot File System file share is mapped to a Windows drive (as configured in the
Desktop Automation Service), the Windows WebDAV client used for the mapping caches information from
the file share. On rare occasions, it may cause the mapped Windows drive to have an outdated view of
the file share.

Workaround: Turn off the caching in the Windows Registry on the computer where the Desktop
Automation Service is running.

1. In the registry, locate the following key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\MRxDAV\Parameters

2. Change the value of the following parameters to 0.
• FileNotFoundCacheLifeTimeInSec

• FileInformationCacheLifeTimeInSec

3. Restart the computer.

Lock screen and RDP connection features support
The lock screen and RDP connection features in Desktop Automation are only supported if the Desktop
Automation Service runs on the Pro or Enterprise editions of Windows 7 or Windows 10. The Home
edition of Windows does not have the remote desktop host and cannot be connected to using RDP.

Windows Server 2016: security settings update required
Running the Document Transformation Service on Windows Server 2016 requires the following change to
the Windows security settings:

1. In the IIS AppPool\Kofax RPA Document Transformation Client script, add an entry for the Thin Client
IIS application pool user.

2. Open security settings for C:\Document Transformation\Batch.

3. Allow all missing permissions for the user, save the changes, and apply the settings.

No title in some applications
747918: In the Desktop Automation Editor, applications opened with "Run as Administrator" can be seen
but they do not have an application title.

To see all application titles in the widget tree in the editor, run Design Studio with administrator rights.
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Accented characters cannot be input on Linux
746316: Accented characters using a dead key cannot be input on Linux.

Tab titles are truncated
739186: The maximum length of tab titles in the Desktop Automation Editor is 32 characters, including
spaces and dashes. Titles that exceed the maximum length are truncated automatically.

Workaround: Do not use title names longer than 32 characters.

Management Console may stall
705318: An incorrectly configured logdb database might cause Management Console to stall indefinitely.

Workaround: Double-check the configuration settings of the logdb database before running Management
Console.

Expression editors can become unresponsive
695039: Expression editors become unresponsive if zeroes are added after the following characters:
dollar sign ($) and the number one (1).

Display scaling on remote devices can displace selection
If VMware is used for hosting remote devices, text and icon scaling can displace selections in some
applications, leading to unexpected behavior for robots using Desktop Automation.

Workaround: Change display scaling to 100% on automation devices. For example, to change display
scaling on Windows 7, go to Control Panel > Display and select 100% as the scaling factor.
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Chapter 4

Additional Documentation

This chapter contains information that is not included in the Kofax RPA 11.0.0 product documentation.

Execute shell commands with Custom Action step
Shell interfaces start a shell to execute the command line directly with the current working directory set to
the extracted Connector file. Processing of this command line is handled by the shell itself and therefore
depends on the platform:
• On Windows, the action calls CMD /C and passes all elements of the command line directly to the shell.
• On Linux, the action calls bash -c and passes each element of the command line as a separate

argument. Parameters are passed directly to the shell without further escaping. See the documentation
on the bash -c option for details.

Add Connectors to project
The "Set up Connectors" section in the "Custom Action" topic in Help for Kofax RPA contains an incorrect
procedure for adding Connectors to the project.

Connectors are distributed as .zip archives with the .connector extension. Before creating a robot with
a Custom Action step, archive your Connector using ZIP, rename the file extension to .connector, and
add it to the project. When the project is uploaded to the Management Console, you can see available
Connectors on the Repository > Resources tab. The Connectors are then uploaded to RoboServers and
automated desktop computers if necessary.

Execute Connectors on local devices
If you want to use your custom Connectors with the local device in your Desktop Automation robot, select
the Allow the use of Connectors option in the RoboServer Settings application in the local device
RoboServer.

Transfer of Kapplets roles
Kofax RPA Kapplets are built and maintained by users depending on their roles and privileges, which are
assigned and changed by the global administrator on the Kapplets side.
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All Management Console roles related to Kapplets that were assigned to users in a previous product
release can be transferred to the new Kapplets by importing a Management Console backup to the
new Kapplets. The roles from the backup are converted into their equivalents in the new Kapplets in the
following way.

Management Console role New Kapplets role

Kapplet User User

Developer Developer

Kapplet Administrator Developer

Project Administrator Administrator

RPA Administrator Global Administrator

Note If you have a new instance of Management Console, you need to first import the backup to the
Management Console and then to the new Kapplets.

Also, as Kofax RPA Kapplets is a standalone application, if a user is assigned a role related to Kapplets
in the Management Console, it is not automatically transferred when the user logs in to the Kapplets. The
new role or any role change must be explicitly confirmed by the global administrator, that is, assigned to
the user on the Kapplets side.

For more information on the Kapplets roles and privileges, see Help for Kofax RPA.
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Export Kapplets to Excel
The chapter "Kofax RPA Limitations" in Help for Kofax RPA erroneously lists the export feature for
Kapplets as unavailable in Kofax RPA 11.0.

1. To export the result of a Kapplet execution to an Excel file, on the History tab, from the list of
executions, click a successfully executed Kapplet.
You can download the execution result only if it is successful and has a table data to be exported.
• To export the entire execution result, click the download button on the right.

If you have multiple tables in your Kapplet execution result, they are shown as separate tabs in the
resulting Excel file.

• If you have multiple tables and you want to download a particular table, on the respective Table
page tab, click the lower download button.

2. Observe the result in your Excel file.
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